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Structured Composition of Dataflow and Control-Flow for Reusable and Robust Scientific Workflows

ABSTRACT

Data-centric scientific workflows are often modeled as dataflow process networks. The simplicity of the dataflow framework facilitates workflow design, analysis, and optimization. However, some workflow tasks are particularly “control-flow intensive”, e.g., procedures to make workflows more fault-tolerant and adaptive in an unreliable, distributed computing environment. Modeling complex control-flow directly within a dataflow framework often leads to overly complicated workflows that are hard to comprehend, reuse, schedule, and maintain. In this paper, we develop a framework that allows a structured embedding of control-flow intensive subtasks within dataflow process networks. In this way, we can seamlessly handle complex control-flows without sacrificing the benefits of dataflow. We build upon a flexible actor-oriented modeling and design approach and extend it with (actor) frames and (workflow) templates. A frame is a placeholder for an (existing or planned) collection of components with similar function and signature. A template partially specifies the behavior of a subprocess by leaving “holes” (i.e., frames) in the subworkflow definition. Taken together, these abstraction mechanisms facilitate the separation and structured re-combination of control-flow and dataflow in scientific workflow applications. We illustrate our approach with a real-world scientific workflow from the astrophysics domain. This data-intensive workflow requires remote execution and file transfer in a semi-reliable environment. For such workflows, we propose a 3-layered architecture: The top-level, typically a dataflow process network, includes Generic Data Transfer (GDT) frames and Generic Remote eXecution (GX) frames. At the second level, the user can specialize the behavior of these generic components by embedding a suitable template (here: transducer templates for control-flow intensive tasks). At the third level, frames inside the transducer template are specialized by embedding the desired implementation. Our approach yields workflows that are more robust (fault-tolerance strategies can be defined by control-flow driven transducer templates) and at the same time more reusable, since the embedding of frames and templates yields more structured and modular workflows.

1. INTRODUCTION

Scientific workflow systems [19, 17, 2, 16] are increasingly being used by scientists to construct and execute complex scientific analyses. Such analyses are typically data-centric and involve “gluing” together data retrieval, computation, and visualization components into a single executable analysis pipeline. The components may be part of the workflow system, part of another application (invoked through system calls, executing R or MATLAB scripts, etc.), or even external, accessed via web or grid services. In addition to providing scientists with a mechanism to compose and configure otherwise heterogeneous components, scientific workflow systems aim to support end-to-end workflow management, e.g., through tools for access and querying of external data sources, archival of intermediate results, and monitoring of workflow execution. Most scientific workflow systems treat workflows as dataflow process networks [13], a model of computation that comes with “built-in” support for stream-based and concurrent execution. Thus, dataflow is a natural paradigm for data-driven and data-intensive scientific workflows such as, e.g., the terabyte-sized Fusion Plasma Simulation [3] and the Terascale Supernova Initiative [21]. It can be efficiently analyzed and scheduled, and is also a simple and intuitive model for workflow designers [4]. While dataflow has become the standard model of scientific workflows, some amount of control-flow modeling is often necessary for engineering fault-tolerant, robust, and adaptive workflows.

In this paper, we address the problem of combining dataflow and control-flow for scientific workflows. It has been noted [14] that modeling control-flow using only dataflow constructs can quickly lead to overly complex workflows that are hard to understand, reuse, reconfigure, maintain, and schedule [11]. In particular, modeling control-flow using dataflow involves inserting and linking various low-level and specialized control components alongside dataflow components, thus making it difficult to distinguish control-flow from dataflow aspects (since they are “entangled”) and often requiring complex component connections including loops [21].

The organization and contributions of the paper are as follows: We describe a framework that “untangles” dataflow and control-flow aspects and instead supports a structured embedding of control-intensive subtasks within dataflow process networks (Section 2). Our approach is to encapsulate generic behavioral specifications (i.e., control-flow) in workflow templates. Templates are distinct and separate components and thus can be easily reused in other workflows. Templates are partial specifications and contain “holes”, so-called frames, that act as placeholders for independently defined subcomponents. Composing templates with existing dataflow components results in applying the associated behavior to the component in such a way that the separation between control-flow and dataflow is maintained, thus allowing the underlying dataflow component to be easily changed (typically through a configuration parameter of the template). This approach allows workflow designers to change complex control-flow behavior, by simply using different templates. Our approach was inspired by the notion of hierarchical finite state machines [8] and can also be seen as an extension of actor-oriented modeling [12] with frames and templates (Figure 2).

In Section 3 we first present a specialized 3-layered architecture of our framework. It allows the designer to select and reuse different control-flow intensive behaviors for generic top-level components, by embedding inside of them suitable transducer templates.
as the middle-layer. The concrete implementation of frames inside of transducer templates is independently selected via the bottom-layer. We then describe a Generic Data Transfer (GDT) component, which is part of our prototypical implementation on top of the open-source KEPLER system [2, 15], an extension of PTOLEMY II [5] for scientific workflows. GDT was motivated by earlier work on a control-intensive astrophysics workflow [21]. As shown in Figure 1, this work uses dataflow constructs to implement a fault-tolerance scheme (involving “retry”) for transferring files, resulting in a very complex process network. In the new approach, the GDT component encapsulates this and other transfer behaviors as templates in which workflow designers can select from a set of behaviors as well as the desired underlying transfer protocols (e.g., scp or ftp). Given a particular behavior and protocol, the GDT automatically composes these into the desired executable component. At any time, the behavior and the underlying protocols can be easily changed by simply reconfiguring GDT. In the original workflow this would be a complex and error-prone programming task, involving the insertion, deletion, and re-wiring of various control-flow and dataflow components. We also describe a Generic remote eXecution (GX) component, whose middle-layer employs exactly the same control-intensive behaviors (via transducer templates) as GDT to support fault-tolerance, demonstrating the versatility of our approach and the improved component reusability it creates.

2. ACTOR-ORIENTED DESIGN EXTENSIONS
In KEPLER, users develop workflows by selecting appropriate components called actors and placing them on a design canvas, after which they can be “wired” together to form the desired workflow graph (cf. Figure 1). Actors have input and output ports which provide the communication interface to other actors. Workflows can be hierarchically structured, yielding composite actors that encapsulate subworkflows (e.g., see the bottom-right in Figure 1). A novel feature of KEPLER, inherited from PTOLEMY II, is that the overall execution and component interaction semantics of a workflow is not defined by the components, but is factored out into a separate component called a director (not shown here). Taken together, workflows, actors, ports, connections, and directors represent the basic building blocks of actor-oriented modeling and design [12].

In this section we define scientific workflows as dataflow process networks and describe two extensions to actor-oriented modeling, i.e., frames and templates. Frames form the basis of our approach for embedding control-flow intensive behaviors (via workflow templates) inside of dataflow process networks.

2.1 Scientific Workflows as Process Networks
An actor-oriented workflow graph $W = \langle A, D \rangle$ consists of a set $A$ of actors representing components or tasks and a set of directed dataflow connections $D$ (see below), representing communication channels that connect actors via ports, and along which actors communicate by passing tokens.

Let $\text{ports}(A)$ denote the set of ports of actor $A$. Each port $p \in \text{ports}(A)$ is designated as either input or output. Some input ports may be distinguished as parameters $\text{pars}(A) \subseteq \text{in}(A)$ which can be used for configuring $A$’s behavior. For convenience, we write $A.p$ to emphasize that port $p$ belongs to actor $A$. The signature $\Sigma_A$ of an actor is given by its ports; we write $\Sigma_A = \text{in}(A) \rightarrow \text{out}(A)$.

Actors are wired together through their ports via dataflow connections. A dataflow connection $d \in D$ is a directed hyperedge $d = (\langle o, i \rangle)$, connecting $n$ output ports $o = \{o_1, \ldots, o_n\}$ with $m$ input ports $i = \{i_1, \ldots, i_m\}$. A dataflow connection $d = (\langle o, i \rangle)$ corresponds to a merge step of output tokens from $o$, followed by a copy step, delivering all tokens to the input ports $i$.

A composite actor $A_W$ encapsulates a sub-workflow $W$. The (external) ports of $A_W$ consist of a distinguished set of ports from $W$, i.e., $A_W$ might not expose all of its subworkflow’s ports. A hierarchical workflow is a workflow graph that contains at least one composite actor. Since subworkflows can themselves be hierarchical, any level of nesting can be modeled.

A port $p$ may have a structural data type constraining the al-

Figure 1: Control-flow intensive astrophysics workflow in KEPLER [21]. “Retry”, a composite actor for fault-tolerant data transfer (top), contains a subworkflow (bottom), which itself contains a “ConditionalLoop” subworkflow (inside not shown). Complex feedback loops and the use of boolean switches illustrate the complexity of modeling control-flow directly in a dataflow process network.
followed set of values accepted by \( p \) (if \( p \) is an input port) or produced by \( p \) (if \( p \) is an output port). The PTOLEMY II type system includes simple types (e.g., string and int) and complex types (such as nested record and list structures). A port \( p \) may also have a semantic type, denoting a concept from a description logic ontology [4]. For example, a semantic type is:

\[
\text{MEASUREMENT} \land \text{ITEM} \land \text{SPECIES OCCURRENCE}
\]

indicating that the corresponding port accepts (or produces) data tokens that are measurements where the measured item is a species occurrence (as opposed to, e.g., a temperature). In addition to port semantic types, an actor \( A \) itself may also be associated with a semantic type, describing the overall function or purpose of \( A \). While structural (i.e., data) type safety ensures that actors can "work with" incoming data tokens at runtime, semantic type safety avoids actor connections at design time that are not meaningful in terms of their concept annotations (e.g., occurrence data cannot be used where temperature data is expected).

So far, the execution semantics of a workflow graph \( W \) has not been specified. Indeed, in PTOLEMY II and thus in KEPLER, the workflow designer can choose among different models of computation, each one being represented by a so-called director. A director specifies and mediates all inter-actor communication, separating workflow orchestration and scheduling (the director’s concern) from individual actor execution (the actor’s concern). This separation achieves a form of behavioral polymorphism [12], resulting in more reusable actor components and subworkflows. KEPLER (through PTOLEMY II) provides a variety of directors that implement process network (PN and SDF), discrete event (DE), finite state transducer (FST) semantics.

2.2 Frames

Actors in actor-oriented modeling and design are always concrete: they correspond to particular implementations and can be directly executed in a workflow. We extend actor-oriented modeling with a new entity called frame, which is an abstraction that denotes a set of alternative actor implementations (or templates) with similar, but not necessarily identical functionality. For workflow designers, frames are placeholders for components that will be instantiated and specialized later. Thus, a designer can place a frame \( F \) on the design canvas, and connect it with other workflow components, without prematurely specifying which component \( C \) is to be used. For component developers, frames can be used as abstractions for a family of components (actors or templates) with similar function.

Formally, a frame is a named entity \( F \) that acts as a placeholder for a component \( C \) to be "plugged into" \( F \) (see Figure 2a). When devising a frame \( F \), a family of components \( C_F \) is envisioned, with each \( C \in C_F \) being a possible alternative for embedding into \( F \). Like an actor, a frame has input, output, and parameter ports, structural types, and semantic types; taken together they form the frame signature \( \Sigma_F \). This signature represents the common API of the family \( C_F \) of components that \( F \) abstracts.

An embedding \( F[C] \) of a component \( C \) into a frame \( F \) is a set of pairs associating (or "wiring") ports of \( C \) with ports of \( F \), i.e., \( F[C] \subseteq \text{ports}(F) \times \text{ports}(C) \). We indicate the wiring type of a pair \( (x, y) \in F[C] \) as follows:

- \( F.x \searrow C.y \) if \( x \in \text{in}(F), y \in \text{in}(C) \) (input)
- \( F.x \nearrow C.y \) if \( x \in \text{out}(F), y \in \text{out}(C) \) (output)
- \( F.x \downarrow C.y \) if \( x \in \text{pars}(F), y \in \text{pars}(C) \) (parameter)

The embedded component \( C \) may also introduce new ports not in \( \text{ports}(F) \). We denote these ports as \( \triangledown C.y \), \( \triangledown C.y \), and \( \triangledown C.y \) for input, output, and parameter ports \( y \), respectively.

Similarly, an embedding \( F[C] \) may not use all the ports of \( C \). We denote these unused ports as \( F.x \searrow C.y \), \( F.x \nearrow C.y \), and \( F.x \downarrow C.y \) for input, output, and parameter ports \( x \), respectively. We note that parameter ports \( F.x \) can also be connected to input ports \( C.y \) and vice versa. However, other connection types \( (x, y) \in F[C] \) are not allowed. More precisely, an embedding \( F[C] \) is well-formed if the input and output port directions are observed, i.e., \( F \)'s inputs (outputs) are wired only to inputs (outputs) of \( C \) (Figure 2a). A well-formed embedding \( F[C] \) is structurally well-typed if the structural types align, and semantically well-typed if the semantic types align.

More precisely, we require for each connection between a port of \( F \) and a port of \( C \) having (structural or semantic) types \( \tau_F \) and \( \tau_C \) that: (1) \( \tau_F \leq \tau_C \) for input structural types; (2) \( \tau_C \leq \tau_F \) for output structural types; (3) \( \tau_C \subseteq \tau_F \) for input semantic types; and (4) \( \tau_C \subseteq \tau_F \) for output semantic types.\(^1\) Thus, we use contravariant subtyping for both structural and semantic types: when embedding a component \( C \) in a frame \( F \), \( C \) should be able to handle \( F \)'s inputs. Conversely, \( F \) should be able to handle outputs of \( C \) (or, equivalently, \( C \) should not produce output that is more general than what \( F \) anticipates). The signature \( \Sigma_{F[C]} \) after embedding \( C \) in \( F \) includes (unless specified otherwise by the designer) the unused ports of \( F \) plus the new ports introduced by \( C \).

When a workflow designer chooses a component \( C \) to embed within a frame \( F \), we can use the port types of \( C \) and \( F \) to semi-automatically compute the appropriate connections for \( F[C] \). In addition, component types can be used to help workflow designers search repositories for plausible components to be embedded within a given frame.

2.3 Workflow Templates

A frame \( F \) imposes some constraints on the set \( C_F \) of components for which it stands. In particular, embeddings \( F[C] \) should be well-formed and well-typed for any \( C \in C_F \) as explained above. However, no assumptions can be made about the "inner workings" of \( C \). A workflow template \( T \) provides a similar level of abstraction \(^1\) \( \triangledown \subseteq \triangledown \) denotes the standard subtyping relation between data types, while \( \subseteq \) denotes concept subsumption in description logics.
for a set of workflows $W_T$. Unlike a frame, however, a template $T$ (partially) specifies the behavior of the workflows it represents. Unlike a frame, however, a template $T$ (partially) specifies the behavior of the workflows it represents. Let $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ be the frames that occur in $W_T$, either directly, or indirectly through nested templates. Then we can view $T$ as a partial workflow specification $T(F_1, \ldots, F_n)$, whose frames $F_i$ can be independently specialized by embedded components (actors or templates) $C_i$. The resulting embedding $T(F_1(C_1), \ldots, F_n(C_n))$ is a concrete, executable workflow if no $C_i$ has itself a frame; otherwise the embedding is a (more refined) template.

In addition to providing input/output constraints through the port signature $\Sigma_T$ and behavioral constraints through the workflow graph structure $W_T$ (with frames acting as placeholders), a template $T$ can also constrain the intended model(s) of computation by providing one or more directors. In Figure 2c, a transducer template $T(F)$ is shown. This template includes a workflow graph $W_T$ with a frame $F$. Moreover, an FST director is inscribed in $T$, meaning that the workflow graph is to be executed as a finite state transducer. A director dictates the execution model of a workflow graph $W_T$ (e.g., SDF or PN for synchronous dataflow and process network execution, respectively; or here: FST), and may also impose constraints on the graph structure. In the case of FST, nodes (components) are not called actors but states (depicted as circles in Figure 2c); connections are called state transitions (depicted as curved arcs). In response to a state transition, the FST director calls a state implementation if one has been associated with the state [8, 12]. In our case, we can create a more generic behavior for the finite state transducer by delaying the specification of a concrete actor to implement a state, and instead introducing a frame. In this way the same control-flow driven behavior can be reused with different underlying state implementations.

3. GENERIC DATA TRANSFER

Here we consider a particular design pattern for structuring frames and templates into generic workflow components that can be executed using alternative control behaviors and alternative task implementations. We define the Generic Data Transfer (GDT) and Generic eXecution (GX) components using this pattern. We also describe how the GDT and GX components are implemented within KEPLER.

3.1 A Generic Control-Flow Component Pattern

The generic control-flow component pattern consists of three levels, as shown in Figure 3. The top level is represented as a frame within a dataflow graph and denotes a particular task (e.g. data transfer or remote execution). This top-level frame can be embedded with one of many finite state transducer templates (the middle level), each of which defines a control-flow behavior for the task. A transducer template has one or more state frames that can be embedded with a particular task implementation (e.g., scp or ssh).

The various frame implementations form the bottom-level of the pattern.

We use finite state transducers for modeling embedded control-flow because they offer a more natural, intuitive, and typically more succinct language for specifying control behavior, compared to dataflow process networks. Finite state machines (or transducers) are often used to model business workflows [1], which are primarily control-flow oriented (as opposed to dataflow oriented), and underpin many of the web-service orchestration languages [6].

We define a finite state transducer (FST) in the normal way: An FST is a tuple $M = (I, O, Q, q_0, T)$, where $I$ and $O$ are sets of input and output events, respectively, $Q$ is a finite set of states, $q_0$ is the initial state, and $T$ is a finite set of transitions, each of which has the form $t : q \xrightarrow{c} q'$. Here, $c$ is a condition that guards the transition $t$ (i.e., $t$ can only be executed if $c$ is true), and $a$ is an optional action. The FST $M$ starts in the initial state. When $M$ is called from the outside, it transitions from the current state $q$ to the next state $q'$, based on the current input events $I$ and the conditions of transitions emanating from $q$. In addition, we consider FST states that can be associated with a subworkflow (called state refinements in PTOLEMY II [8]), where the subworkflow is executed upon entry into the state.

Components that implement this generic control-flow pattern enable workflow designers to easily configure both the behavior and underlying implementation of the component. A workflow designer can (i) insert into a workflow the generic component (as shown at the top of Figure 3), (ii) select a behavior from the available transducer templates associated with the component, and (iii) select task implementations from those available for the state frames of the template. The behaviors and implementations that a workflow designer selects from may originally be specified by the component developer or can potentially be reused and repurposed from other generic components.

3.2 The Generic Data Transfer Component

A common task in scientific workflows is data transfer between hosts. Current solutions “hardwire” into the overall workflow both the underlying transport protocol (e.g., scp) and the dynamic behavior used to operate the protocol (e.g., reactions to exceptions and number of retries). For example, the astrophysics workflow previously discussed (see Figure 1) hardcodes the transfer of local simulation data from one host to the host in which a particular analysis is performed. Data transfer is also commonly performed in scientific workflows to store and archive the results of analytical processes.

Data transfer using our framework can instead be specified as follows. The designer first selects the GDT component whose sig-

---

Footnotes:
1. A kind of finite state machine that not only consumes input tokens but that also produces output tokens.
2. Similar in spirit to software design patterns.
3. A generic control-flow component pattern consists of three levels, as shown in Figure 3. The top level is represented as a frame within a dataflow graph and denotes a particular task (e.g., data transfer or remote execution). This top-level frame can be embedded with one of many finite state transducer templates (the middle level), each of which defines a control-flow behavior for the task. A transducer template has one or more state frames that can be embedded with a particular task implementation (e.g., scp or ssh). The various frame implementations form the bottom-level of the pattern.
4. A director dictates the execution model of a workflow graph $W_T$ (e.g., SDF or PN for synchronous dataflow and process network execution, respectively; or here: FST), and may also impose constraints on the graph structure. In the case of FST, nodes (components) are not called actors but states (depicted as circles in Figure 2c); connections are called state transitions (depicted as curved arcs). In response to a state transition, the FST director calls a state implementation if one has been associated with the state [8, 12]. In our case, we can create a more generic behavior for the finite state transducer by delaying the specification of a concrete actor to implement a state, and instead introducing a frame. In this way the same control-flow driven behavior can be reused with different underlying state implementations.

---

Figure 3: A pattern for modeling generic control-flow components that consists of an outer frame (top), a nested transducer template (middle), and state-frame embeddings (bottom)
nature specifies the common inputs and outputs such as source and target hosts, file names and locations, and user information. Using the GDT, the designer can then select a transducer template with the desired data-transfer behavior (e.g., from a library of pre-defined transducer templates). The designer may choose, e.g., a retry-failover template that: (1) attempts a transfer protocol \( p_1 \) up to \( n \) times, (2) if \( p_1 \) is not successful, attempts an alternative transfer protocol \( p_2 \) up to \( m \) times, and (3) if \( p_2 \) also fails, reports a failure condition. Note that \( n, m, p_1, \) and \( p_2 \) are configuration parameters of the template where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) denote state-frame implementations. The designer can then select appropriate state-frame implementations through the GDT. The designer might select, e.g., an scp state implementation for \( p_1 \) and an ftp state implementation for \( p_2 \). Finally, based on the signatures and configured parameters of the GDT component, retry-failover template, and the state implementations (scp and ftp), the proper embeddings are performed resulting in a fully instantiated (i.e., “ground”) GDT component that can then be executed from within the overall workflow.

Using Kepler we have implemented an initial version of the GDT component, as shown in Figure 4. In this implementation, the GDT component (top, left) is a special actor (more precisely, an extension of a composite actor) that provides necessary frame functions for supporting the generic control-flow pattern. The GDT component contains an intermediate subworkflow (upper-right). This subworkflow contains a “modal model” actor, which is required in Ptolemy II for nesting FSTs within dataflow process networks. This subworkflow also permits multiple executions of the transducer template on each firing of the GDT component.

Two transducer templates are shown in Figure 4 for the GDT component. The selected template (middle, left) is a simple retry loop, which executes the desired protocol \( \text{maxRetry} \) times before entering a fail state. Note that this template performs an equivalent function as the control components of Figure 1. The other template (middle, right) of Figure 4 provides a simple fail-over behavior in which an initial protocol is attempted, and if it fails, a fail-over protocol is used. Finally, scp and SRB input state implementations are shown at the bottom of Figure 4. In the figure, the scp implementation has been selected, and its signature propagated to the GDT component.

In our current implementation, all configuration including the selection of templates and state implementations is performed by assigning specific attributes of the GDT component. For example, when a workflow designer configures the GDT component, a dialog box is presented that contains a drop-down list of available templates. Once a template is selected, the user can also select an associated state implementation (note that at anytime after selecting a template it can be navigated to within the Kepler GUI). The GDT actor reacts to these attribute changes dynamically, assigning the transducer to the modal model, refining the appropriate transducer states, and making the appropriate port connections. A workflow designer can also re-configure the GDT component by assigning different templates or state implementations.

Finally, in addition to the GDT component, we have also implemented the Generic eXecution (GX) component, shown in Figure 5. The GX component is similar to the GDT component, but is tailored for remote execution (e.g., ssh) as opposed to file transfer. The GX component, however, can directly reuse the control-flow templates defined for the GDT component (middle of Figure 5). The ability to reuse control-flow in this way is a significant advantage of this approach. Indeed, the ability to reuse both control-flow and dataflow components via templates and frames can lead to more robust, intuitive, and ultimately reusable scientific workflows.

4. RELATED WORK

Scientific workflow systems [19, 17, 2, 16] are often based on a dataflow model, due to the data-centric and data-driven nature of many scientific workflows. In contrast, business workflow systems [1] and systems for web-service composition (e.g., BPEL4WS [6] and OWL-S) often use control-based models such as finite state machines or Petri nets. Few systems seamlessly integrate control-flow and dataflow within a single model. Our approach for embedding control-flow into dataflow was inspired by hierarchical finite state machines [8] in Ptolemy II and more generally, Ptolemy’s ability to nest heterogeneous computation models [12, 5].

A number of systems, e.g., for business workflows and more recently for web-service composition [10], support separate interface
declarations from underlying control-flow models. For example, in the Collaboration Management Infrastructure (CMI) [20], each interface declaration has an associated state machine that can be selected at design time. This approach has been shown to enable improved workflow constructs [18]. Our approach goes further by combining dataflow and control-flow in a structured way using the frame and template abstractions. This enables complex “interface” definitions not possible in other scientific workflow systems.

The development of “rigid” workflow modeling and design frameworks have recently been identified as a major bottleneck for scientific workflow reuse and repurposing (i.e., reconfiguring existing workflows for new purposes) [9]. We have shown that our approach can significantly enhance reusability in scientific workflows. Moreover, the use of frames and templates together with semantic port types also yields improved search mechanisms for scientific workflow repositories.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

While scientific workflows are primarily dataflow-oriented, certain workflow tasks can be control-intensive, e.g., procedures for providing fault-tolerant and adaptive distributed data transfer. Modeling these tasks directly using dataflow constructs can lead to workflows that are overly complex and difficult to maintain and reuse. We have described a framework for structured embedding of generic control-flow components within dataflow process networks. In particular, we have introduced (actor) frames and (workflow) templates and shown how they can be used to develop robust workflows via reusable control-intensive subtasks. This framework has been prototypically implemented on top of the Kepler scientific workflow system.

As future work, we intend to further implement frames and templates as separate modeling constructs within Kepler, and leverage them to create more complex generic control-flow components. We also want to extend our current data transfer and remote execution components with added support for automated signature matching. One of our goals is to populate Kepler with a number of generic components, including rich libraries of supporting task implementations and transducer templates, to support a wide range of scientific workflows. We are also interested in investigating FST composition operations so that designers can select multiple transducer templates and combine them to dynamically create and reuse complex control-intensive behavior.
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